
Early History 
and Meanings 

of the Elven 
Star (a.k.a. 
Faery Star)

being an attempt to not simply 
infodump about the narrow seven-

pointed star (heptagram, 
sept[a|e]gram)

...which probably fails ¯\_(ツ)_/¯



What's it look like?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I expect many people here recognize that thing. Likely some of you are wearing one. But if not, here is the beastie we're talking about.Geometrically, this is a 7/3 heptagram (or septagram), which may be called a great heptagram. Sometimes it's called a "narrow" seven-pointed star, because the one on the bottom left, the 7/2 heptagram, is sometimes called a "broad" seven-pointed star due to the larger angles inside the points. Sometimes these are called "acute" and "obtuse", but that isn't really correct as both have acute angles; just one is bigger than the other. Some of you might recognize the "broad" star in a different rotation as the Star of Babalon in Thelema, shown on the bottom right.We mostly won't be talking about the "broad" configuration, since it's not the one we know today as the "Elven Star", but it will pop up in a maybe surprising place!



Get your shop on

Fairy Star of 
Enchantment Wood 

Carving Seven Pointed 
Elven Star Tarot 

Wizardry Fae Feri 
Pagan Wiccan Altar 

Witch Kabbalah 
Sphere of Netzach

Elven Star
(Faery Star, 
Heptagram, 
Septagram)

The Faery Star Amulet Fairy Star Diamond 
Pendant Necklace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Calling it an elven star or faery star has become widespread enough that it's easy to find products for sale using either phrase. Everyone just seems to know it's called that, yanno? You could even have laid out a cool eleven grand at Neiman Marcus on this diamond-encrusted Fairy Star by BeeGoddess, but alas, it's sold out now.

https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://web.archive.org/web/20210812014607/https:/moldaviteplus.com/collections/elven-star-pendant-moldavite-pink-tourmaline
https://web.archive.org/web/20210812014607/https:/moldaviteplus.com/collections/elven-star-pendant-moldavite-pink-tourmaline
https://web.archive.org/web/20210812014607/https:/moldaviteplus.com/collections/elven-star-pendant-moldavite-pink-tourmaline
https://web.archive.org/web/20210812014607/https:/moldaviteplus.com/collections/elven-star-pendant-moldavite-pink-tourmaline
https://www.amuletsbymerlin.com/The-Faery-Star-Amulet-p/pe_27.htm
https://www.neimanmarcus.com/p/beegoddess-fairy-star-diamond-pendant-necklace-prod253630277
https://www.neimanmarcus.com/p/beegoddess-fairy-star-diamond-pendant-necklace-prod253630277


What's Elven or Faery about it?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Often the name "Elven star" is just tossed out among other meanings, without explanation beyond a vague "Pagans call it that" or "Faery Wiccans/Witches use it", while not naming any specific group or tradition. So let's look at some possibilities.



Meanings in various traditions

 Hermetic and 
Kabbalistic magical 
correspondences 

 Pleiades/Pleiadians

 Blue Star Wicca

 "Faery Wicca" / "Faery 
witchcraft"

 Anderson Fairy / Faery 
/ Feri

(image sources: Hermetic, Blue 
Star, Lemniscate, Black Heart)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hermetic and Kabbalistic magical correspondences: The most common thing you'll see given as the meaning of the star -- even on otherkin sites! -- is lists of things that come in sevens, like the days of the week, classical planets, musical notes, colors, and metals. These are from Hermeticism, which is a philosophy or religion based on ancient Greek treatises written around 100-300 CE, which fed into Western magical traditions in the Renaissance, leading to late 19th and early 20th century occult traditions like the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn whose practices still underpin much of modern esoteric and Neopagan practice. In Kabbalah, the symbol may be associated with the seventh sphere of the Tree of Life, Netzach, and the planet Venus. The image here shows a narrow pointed heptagram, but the the broad form is also often used. No elves there.Pleiades: The Pleiades is an easily recognizable asterism of, traditionally, seven stars, near the constellation Taurus. I say "traditionally" because only 6 are easily visible to the naked eye, and worldwide myths often address what happened to that "seventh sister". I couldn't find any specific evidence that the star was used in antiquity in the context of the Greek myth of the Pleiades, so saying it represents this asterism directly may just be a simple case of equating one "seven" to another. I didn't have time to dig into other world myths, but what I did come across was usually more straightforward drawings of the group as it exists in the sky. But no elves here either.Pleiadeans: Usually people calling it the "Pleiadean star" are referring to the New Age "starseed" beings called Pleiadians who are claimed to come from those stars. The idea of "star people" who are human-alien hybrids or spirit walk-ins with special powers and purposes relating to human evolution or ascension dates to the mid-1970s, with some more general roots about "aliens mucking about with humans" going into the 1950s. Pleiadians are described as "Nordic" type: tall, pale-skinned, blond, and blue-eyed, and long-lived or youthful. If you're thinking "huh, that sounds like it could get a bit racist", you're not wrong, it can; but getting into potential problems of starseed beliefs is outside the scope here. In any case, here there is a potential connection between the symbol and elves, as it's suggested that contact with such beings is behind ancient myths of elves or other kinds of "shining ones".Blue Star Wicca: Blue Star Wicca is a British Traditional Wiccan tradition, named after their founding Coven of the Blue Star. It represents their seven Tenets of Faith: Balance, Trust, Tolerance, Reincarnation, Harmony, Humility, and Learning. They don't claim to be any kind of faery tradition in the first place, so no real surprises here that we don't find a connection to fae.Faery Wicca: Note the scare quotes. Unlike, say, Gardnerian Wicca, this term does not refer to a single coherent tradition. It used to be that the best known "Faery Wicca" came from a pair of books written in the mid-1990s by Kisma Stepanich (now Kisma Reidling). It described a practice of Irish-flavor Paganism that wasn't exactly "faery" except inasmuch as the Tuatha may be considered "faery" or the way even now people assume that "fae" has to mean "Irish" or quote-unquote "Celtic", or vice-versa; nor was it really "Wicca" except in the way that so many things got called "Wicca" in the 90s. In any case, the symbol doesn't appear there.Faery witchcraft: Also not a single coherent tradition. There are many individuals out there these days calling themselves "faery witches" or "faery Wiccans" because they invoke or work with faery beings in some way. Any such person might indeed use the symbol as a symbol of faery energy or the Faerie realm, but for our purposes, this is circular: if they adopted it because it's become known as a "faery star", it doesn't tell us a lot about why it's called that in the first place. Anderson Fairy/Faery/Feri: You sometimes see assertions the septagram is used in the specific tradition called Anderson Faery. I say "specific tradition", but actually it's a collection of lineages that trace back to Victor Anderson's East San Francisco Bay coven of the 1960s, each of which has their own variations in practice. Why the whole thing is called Faery in the first place is a bit unclear at first glance, because it doesn't obviously up-front deal with faery folklore or "fairy faith", "Elfland" kind of things, unlike, say, RJ Stewart or even your garden or common "Faery witch". There are several conflicting explanations for the origin of the name, but a deep dive into Feri history is outside of our scope here. A caveat that Feri is very protective of initiate material leaking out to non-initiates, so I'm basing this statement on what can be easily found publicly; but to cut a long story short, it's not used everywhere (I saw it most commonly near Storm Faerywolf), and where it does appear, it is not to do with faeries (or elves), rather is more likely to be symbolizing their major deity, the Star Goddess, or connected to their concept of the Black Heart of Innocence (which quite possibly overlaps). 

https://bluestarfoundation.org/what-is-blue-star-wicca/
https://web.archive.org/web/20160402040750/https:/tarotator.com/heptagram/
https://bluestarfoundation.org/what-is-blue-star-wicca/
https://bluestarfoundation.org/what-is-blue-star-wicca/
http://feritradition.com/grimoire/deities/essay_infinity.htm
https://faerywolf.wordpress.com/2013/03/14/the-black-heart-is-the-crown/


Order of the Mithril Star / Reformed Druids of Gaia

 7 Characteristics of the Reformed Druid

 The Druid's Egg newsletter Samhain 2007

 In 2002, their FAQ mentioned the borrowing of "mithril" from Tolkien's 
depiction of Elves

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[do not read]] (Chronologically, the OMS is the ancestor of the RDG, but in their current organizational structure, RDG is the parent.)This is a tradition that kinda-sorta at least used to use the star in a way similar to otherkin. In the Order of the Mithril Star, the symbol represents the tradition in general and the 7 Characteristics of the Reformed Druid: Wisdom, Compassion, Liberalness, Abundance, Nonconformity, Learning, and Idealism. The page "What's up with that seven-pointed star" makes a claim that in the anonymous author's research, they found that, quote, long before it was adopted by “Otherkin” or by the “Feri Tradition” it was a recurring symbol amongst the ancient Druids. They called it the (SER-en DER-oo-ið) “Seren Derwydd” and it often times was hidden among Celtic knot work designs; but they do not include any examples or citations for this. Since the elements of the name of the supposed archaeologist who supposedly discovered it at the grave of a Druid in Brittany, (EHB-riɬ in-FIH-tin) Ebrill Ynfytyn, translate to April and Fool, I think we can feel sure that this story is made up.They are aware that the symbol is used by elves and otherkin, and in the mid-00s were open to a connection. In July 2006 someone from OMS calling themselves Elendil posted an invitation to the Nor_Cal_Otherkin list to an event being held that September, saying The Order of the Mithril Star, btw, is the most otherkin-friendly Pagan group around, and the only group within the Reformed Druid movement to be so. The founders are Elves, though at the time of the founding (1996) they were not aware of this. Somehow though, the seven pointed star became a part of OMS logo, as both founders were strangely drawn to it. The results of a recent survey of OMS members revealed that almost 55% of the active membership (some 50 odd folk) considered themselves to be otherkin. Also around that time, in a Druid's Egg newsletter from late 2007, they say, In recent years, it has been adopted as an identifier by members of the Otherkin subculture (and some believe that the three founders of OMS are of the Sidhe). However, their current page disavows such things, and claims that they had it first: "The Order of the Mithril Star has used the seven pointed star since it’s beginning in 1996 (years before anyone decided they were “Otherkin”) as it was a symbol that spoke to the co-founders." Well, people had been "deciding they were otherkin" for at least some twenty years before that, although the word itself (in the form "otherkind") was not coined until 1990, and the star was in use before 1996, too. Better luck next time!As a minor note, the 2002 FAQ said: "Mithril is the ancient magickal metal of the Elves of Tolkien's Middle Earth. Many of us had an affinity for the books, and wanted to bring some of those properties into play". That has more to do with why "mithril" than why seven points, but shows that an Elven-energy connection was intentional.

https://mithrilstar.reformed-druids.org/whats-up-with-that-seven-pointed-star/
https://reformed-druids.org/evolution-of-the-reformed-druid-sigil/
https://mithrilstar.reformed-druids.org/7-characteristics-of-the-reformed-druid/
https://druidsegg.reformed-druids.org/newssamhain07-06.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20020610150954/http:/www.mithrilstar.org/what.htm


Exploring the Faerie or Elven Star (Faerie Store, 2019)
It is known as a gateway symbol, a gate or entrance between our world and that of the Faerie 
Realm. The unbroken form gives the star its identity as a symbol of Eternity and has a long 
history.
It is said to represent a gift from Faerie to humans to bridge 
the understanding between the mortal human realm and that
of Faerieland. [...] 
The seven points are said to correspond to the following
connected principles..
• The Sun (Fire)
• The Woods (Earth)
• The Sea (Water)
• The Wind (Air)
• The Moon (Divine Feminine)
• Magick (The magical realm that is the faerie realm itself )
• Connectedness (Spirit-The interconnected of all things)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So far we've mostly struck out: Some people use this symbol, but not to mean anything to do with elves or faeries; some people that appear to have some connection to elves or faeries don't actually use the symbol; a couple of cases have some link but are vague, or subsequently retracted like the OMS. So where are we?Besides your standard lists of the days of the week and the colors of the rainbow, you might sometimes come across explanations like this one from an online shop selling faery-related goods. [[read text]]  This text was taken from material written by otherkin! The site owner might not even be aware of this, because it's the kind of stuff that just got passed around, copied and recopied between many websites, in the late 90s and early 2000s."It is known as a gateway symbol..." and "It is said to represent a gift from Faerie to humans..." come from Leaf McGowan. That particular list of correspondences can be traced back to Magpie Hrafnsdottir, Lanthinel, and ultimately to the Silver Elves. And the Silver Elves, of course, got the star from the Elf Queen's Daughters.

https://faerie.com.au/blogs/news/exploring-the-faerie-or-elven-star


Origins: To quote Treebeard, "Elves 
began it..."



Elf Queen's Daughters, mid-1970s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A note about the letters of the Elf Queen's Daughters, which were sent out three times a week at their peak, from 1974 through 1977. They were not solely written by the two founders, Arwen and Elanor. In fact they were written by members of various "vortexes", as they called their individual groups. In the published books of the Elf Magic Mail that collect the letters, the Silver Elves chose to group the letters by the addresses they were sent from, and did not (or maybe could not) give specific dates for each letter. Because the contents of the chapters overlap in time, it's difficult to impossible to get more than a broad picture of which letter precedes another in most cases. A selection of the letters turned up published in Green Egg. Green Egg is the magazine of the Church of All Worlds, and has been in and out of publication but still exists today. Print publications like it served as a de facto forum before widespread Internet access outside of business and higher education became common in the late 1990s. Green Egg was probably the most influential Pagan periodical of the 1970s and had significant impact on Pagan culture of the time. The two samples on the left were published in Green Egg in March 1976 and June 1976 respectively. "We've got to get down" (the actual title is "Get down deep") was sent by unknown persons with addresses in Sacramento and Pomona, CA; "O'Mother" was from Tasa and (Wayne) Wan in Portland, OR. "The Winged Star" was from Andurel and Melryn in Eugene, OR. From the limited evidence of the Silver Elves' descriptions of who moved where at what time, I think it dates to mid-1976. The examples here are far from the only appearances of the seven-pointed star in the Elf Magic Mail; I counted 40 times, drawn in several different styles, on letters sent from a variety of addresses. The first appearance was on an early letter from Arwen and Elanor with no return address, probably dating to 1974. (unfortunately, there's no image of that letter in the book.) We might well wonder: where did they get it? The Silver Elves do talk about how Arwen was aware of older occult meanings, but as best I can tell, it was simply something that emerged from inside them with the energies they were trying to manifest in the world.



The Winged Star (excerpt)
THE ELVEN STAR IS WINGED, FAIR KINDRETH ... for the elves, the seven pointed 
elven star contains foci that are quite unique to the elves as well as universal focus points [...] 
Our winged-star focuses the elves upon 7 planes of being (physical, astral-sensual, mental, 
buddhic, atmic, para-nirvanic, nirvanic), which it activates 7 chakric and/or sensory centers 
(vision, homing, auric, auditory, touch, taste, smell). Men and wimin are not functionally 
interested in the "6th and 7th senses" [...] For the elven-kindreth the auric-proprioceptor and 
the homing senses are of equal value and/or significance relative to the "other" five senses. Tis 
our ancient peoples that now begin to evolve together, rather than separate. Seven senses, Seven 
Chakras, Seven Stars, Seven planes of being are our destiny and fate! [...] We find the 
combination of seven completes an inner cycle true to our individual and mutual elven nature 
(singular). Tis our tao that "demands" that we make SEVEN our communion within our-own-
selves.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As the text on the previous slide was probably impossible to read, here's an excerpt for your edification. [[read text]]Yeah, I didn't get any of that either! Some of these letters get pretty arcane, not to say impenetrable in their language. Note how the writer (or writers) are drawing a connection between elven-ness and sevens generally.

http://silverelves.angelfire.com/HAelfmail2.html


Is it the Elf Star or the Faerie Star?
(Silver Elves, 2017)
Our sisters Arwen and Elanor first conceived (in this life-time) of 
using this star for the elven and put them upon the EQD letters on 
numerous occasions. Since the five-pointed star represented Mankind 
(inspired in Arwen’s mind by Da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man), Arwen 
Eveningstar added wings to that figure [...] and thus came up with a 
7 pointed star to represent the Elves and the evolution of humankind 
into the Angelic Realms. Obviously, due to the wings, it represents 
our faerie kindred as well. [...]

Arwen had all her deep esoteric reasons for the 7 points as we have 
said [...] Arwen felt it represented the elven and faerie world and the 
Ancient Future. She was so well versed in occult knowledge that she 
also of course knew all the spiritual meanings of the number 7 (as 
well as how the 7 pointed star had been used by past occultist) and its 
relationship to the stars and Seven Sisters.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the Silver Elves' commentary on this "Winged star". [[read text]]The intentions the SE are here attributing to Arwen were not, as far as I could tell, made explicit anywhere in the letters authored by Arwen and Elanor; certainly not in the letter in which it first appeared. In fact, other than "The Winged Star", which had other authorship, and a handful of other examples which similarly directly discuss the symbol, most of the time it simply appears as a decoration with no explanation. So perhaps this is something the Silver Elves were told orally. "Seven Sisters" most likely refers to the Pleiades.The Silver Elves say that they carried on the tradition that the EQD created, using the star in their own letters of the 1980s and 1990s, and over the years it apparently caught on.

https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2017/11/01/is-it-the-elf-star-or-the-faerie-star-and-who-first-adopted-the-seven-pointed-star-as-the-elf-star/


1970s Pagan Soup
 The Silver Elves say this in a 2014 blog post about the Elf 

Magic Mail:

The sisters knew many folk in the Pagan/Wiccan community 
including Oberon and Morning Glory Zell Ravenheart who published 
[Green Egg] [...] and Alison Harlow who was a founding member of 
the Covenant of the Goddess, as well as the founder of the “Vanthi” 
line of Feri witchcraft, a co-founder with Gwydion Penderrwen [sic]
(with whom these elves used to correspond, having been introduced 
by the sisters) of “Nemeton” an early pagan magazine [...]. 

(image source)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the mid to later 1970s, the EQD were located in the San Francisco Bay area, where there was lots of mixing and connections between various people and traditions. "The sisters" here most likely means Arwen and Elanor, as this is the Silver Elves' typical way of referring to them, although others did live with them in San Francisco at times. [[read text]]Oberon and Morning Glory of the Church of All Worlds as well as Alison Harlow were all friendly enough with the EQD that photos of Oberon and Alison turned up in a couple of the Elf Magic Mail letters. Gwydion Pendderwen also got around a lot and after being involved with Feri, moved into Druidism and his own thing he called Faery Shamanism. Any of the people mentioned here might have spread the idea of the "Elven star" into the wider Pagan community, either from the EQD or SE directly, or from seeing it in Green Egg. 

https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2014/06/21/elf-magic-mail/
https://www.amazon.com/Potted-Pans-Cauldron-Pot-Witchcraft/dp/B0CMF828LH


Elven Group Dynamics and Bonding Ritual 
(Silver Elves, 1986)

?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Summer 1986 issue of Circle Network News contained an article by the Silver Elves with this title, with a section named "Meditations on the Seven-Pointed Star". Circle Network News was the newspaper of Circle Sanctuary. It began publishing in the late 1970s while Green Egg was on hiatus and ceased in 2015. Like Green Egg before it, CNN was highly influential on Pagan culture in the 1980s, with large circulation and serving as a discussion forum. This article may have therefore had some impact on general Pagan awareness that the symbol was somehow associated with elves. Unfortunately, I don't have a copy of this issue, so I have no screenshot to show you. I haven't been able to find it in periodical databases, and the back issues available on Circle Sanctuary's website don't go quite far enough. If anyone can lay hands on it I'd be very interested. Fortunately, we do have a record of some of the content, because this article was discussed on Elfinkind Digest and TirNanOc in early 1997.



Elven star discussion, Elfinkind Digest
(Dec. 1996-Jan. 1997)
Treesinger:

Seven Trees in the deepest wood
Seven Stars in the Midnight Sky
Seven Moons when the tides are good
Seven Sparks from an Elf Child's Eye [...]

Amerist A'Toll: The number Seven is sacred to the Celts especially in the area of the sidhe, --fae-
-. Mi'lover found me what I'd call an "Elven Star" also known as a "Faerie Star" which is like a 
Pentacle except it has seven points. The Mystre whom sold it to us told me that it is often worn 
by the High Preistess of certain cares [sic] instead of the Pentacle during ritual. I still have yet to 
discover exactally why or what it meanst.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In December 1996, in Elfinkind Digest #1247, Treesinger (a.k.a. Yldann or Helen, Rialian's late wife) posted a poem called "The Gathering", which began: [[read Treesinger quote]]The poem has three verses of four lines each, all of which begin with the word "Seven" and describe some thing or other occurring in sevens. At the end of it Treesinger asked, Now, if anyone knows what all of this means, please let me know!Amerist A'Toll replied the next day in the next digest #1248, the earliest instance I personally have a record of of someone in the online community using the phrase "Elven Star" or "Faery Star", with some musing on the meaning of the number seven. [[read text]]Ahem, citation needed here about "the Celts" (scare quotes), but moving on from that... It's not clear to me if Amerist was told the names "Elven Star" or "Faerie Star" by the seller or if they had already come by this info elsewhere. We'll shortly be looking at some printed sources from 1995-96 which Amerist might have seen, but since they don't say, we can't know for sure. I would quite like to know who this "Mystre" was, since it sounds like a fanciful way to say "magical person, wizard, mystic" - were they buying this at a pagan festival or ren faire? I find it interesting and somehow satisfying that it was Treesinger who was ultimately responsible for touching off a discussion that really brought this symbol into the awareness of the online community, which may well be why we recognize it today. (Something was sure in the water in the mid-1990s!)



No one has anything definitive to say!
Terry Sindar: I wonder what the meanings & origins of the elven star are.

Syleniel: It's probably related to this thing we have for sevens, which is supposed to be a divine 
number, but I forget why. Seven days in the week. Hm, I'll have to look this up and do some 
inner searching.

James Kocen: I'm still trying to figure out if I've even seen such a thing. 

sade: there's a few on p.28 ov thee Winter 1995 ish o Green Egg [...] btw, anyone familiar w/a 
group known as thee Elf Queen's Daughters? [...] Sindar was in touch w/them years back, 
around thee time i heard ov them [...] They've an article in that same issue ov GE [...] Anyway, 
since those elven stars illustrate that article, it's just possible they may have soum answers.

Tiernan: It's a seven-pointed star, which I've also heard called the mystic star. As to how it came 
to be associated with the Faerie... I've a couple of people I can ask about the specifics on that. I 
received one as a gift for Solstice a couple years ago and it was explained to me then, but for the 
life of me I can't remember.

Willow: Isn't it funny that way? I've been told several times as well and can never remember 
either.... Thus I'm not overeager to use it as a symbol for myself or beliefs - I figure if it has that 
much trouble sticking in my brain, there's something not working for me there.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The responses to Amerist's remark, which continued for a dozen or more digests into January 1997, ranged from having heard of the symbol being called that, but uncertainty about why, to not even knowing what it looked like at all. [[read through sade]]Note that sade referred to a Green Egg article from 1995, and that she said both she and Sindar were "in touch" with the Elf Queen's Daughters "years back", possibly meaning receiving their letters in the 1970s. (Given that, it's a bit peculiar that Sindar professed not to know its meaning or origin.) We'll come back to this article shortly, but for now, just keep in mind that the illustration sade was referring to showed the star with narrow points, as we know it today.[[read Tiernan]] Tiernan's naming as "the mystic star" was unique, so I wonder where they heard this. One of the reference links given on an essay we'll get to later calls it that in relation to seven planetary angels, so maybe it was that. Wherever it was, it may be why they called the TrueType font they created which was mostly various seven- and nine-pointed star glyphs "MysticStar".[[read Willow]] It's a little funny, I think, how many people say "I can't quite remember where/when I heard about it"! Seems to parallel how you can only see faeries out of the corner of your eye, or how an experience in the Faerie lands might fade into mist...



Meditations on the 7-Pointed Star (Silver 
Elves, 1986) / The Elven Star (sade, Jan. 1997)
For the first point, meditate upon the Sun, our nearest Star.. the Gateway (note that, Sindar? :) to 
peace and prosperity in Elfland. The Dragon ov Truth, Love and Justice is linked to this point. 

For the second point, meditate upon the Spirits of the Trees.. loving friendship and a healing light, a 
baby rainbow dragon to burn thru obstacles are associated w/this point. 

For the third point, meditate upon our Regenerative Powers and Creative Energy. The Spirit of the 
Waters cleanses, bringing with it an Awakening ov your True Nature. no critters here :) 

For the fourth point, meditate upon the Gift of Magic, 'Love is Magic, Magic is Love' 

For the fifth point, meditate upon the Gateway, on having 'the Prosperity and Peace needed on the 
Physical Plane to Make an Entry into Elfland' (much ov this meditation focusses on prosperity.. )

For the sixth point, meditate upon Justice in Faerie. the Wind Spirits recognize thee essence ov yr 
Elven self; the baby rainbow dragon flies on the winds to waken healers and bring justice.

For the seventh point, meditate upon bringing success in 'Extending your Love and Magic to All 
Life.. to Mother Earth'.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A few days after asking if anyone was familiar with the Elf Queen's Daughters, sade mentioned finding a back issue of Circle Network News from Summer 1986, and made a post to Elfinkind and TirNanOc on January 7, 1997, which was posted verbatim about a month later on Rialian's website as "The Elven Star". I don't have archives of TirNanOc before September 1997, so I don't have a record of whatever parallel discussion occurred there.The post unfortunately did not contain the complete CNN article, but rather was a summary of the second part, "Meditations on the Seven-Pointed Star", and some commentary. [[read text]]

https://web.archive.org/web/19970206192918/http:/www.his.com/%7Erialian/elvswulf.htm


Meditations on the 7-Pointed Star (Silver 
Elves, 1986) / The Elven Star (sade, Jan. 1997)

sade: Interestingly, thee star used as an illustration is 
different from that discussed earlier; more like a Star o 
David [...] Number the points clockwise 1 - 7. Draw a 
line from 1 to 6, 6 to 4, to 2, to 7, to 5 to 3 an back
to 1 you got it. [...] o yes - they also call it thee Elven
Star ov thee Seven Sisters - anyone trace Home to thee
Pleiades?

 Is it the Elf Star or the Faerie Star? (Silver 
Elves, 2017) gives some historical context 
about this article.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]] Recall the earlier mention of Seven Stars in the "Winged Star" letter. Her description of the illustration accompanying the article indicated clearly it was a broad heptagram and not a narrow one. Note that she was contrasting this symbol to "that discussed earlier", i.e., the star as depicted in the Gateways to Faerie issue of Green Egg, with narrow angles between the points.This is not the original illustration from CNN, just an example of what sade was describing with text. I don't know whether the visible numbering existed in the original or if that was just her explanation. Thus I don't know whether "the second point" (and so on) in the meditation instructions means moving around the outside in a circle, or tracing the lines.

https://web.archive.org/web/19970206192918/http:/www.his.com/%7Erialian/elvswulf.htm
https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2017/11/01/is-it-the-elf-star-or-the-faerie-star-and-who-first-adopted-the-seven-pointed-star-as-the-elf-star/


Where does Faery come into it?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While "Elven star" was the much more common term inside the community 25+ years ago, and still to some extent today, outside of it you nowadays get way more results searching for "Faery star" (in whatever spelling). When and where was that introduced?



The Elfin Star Runes (Silver Elves, June 2023)
Somewhere, or some when, we don’t know exactly but surely in 
the late 1990’s or early 2000’s, the faerie community adopted the 
elf star and started calling it the faerie star. We don’t mind, but we 
do think we elfae folk should know something of our own history 
and we still reserve the right to refer to it as the Elven Star even if 
nearly everyone else now calls it the Faerie Star, for it is one and 
the same. And when you come down to it, all we elves are fae 
from the Faerie Realm but not all fae are elves … or faeries 
for that matter.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This post is from the Silver Elves about their then recently published book, The Elfin Star Runes - of which, of course, there are 7x7 arranged around a seven-pointed star: [[begin text]] "Somewhere, somewhen" -- not tremendously helpful! (Taxonomy of elves and fae and their realms of origin is outside the scope of this presentation.)As you can see they think of it primarily as the Elven Star, although they recognize the term Faery Star; their 2017 blog post "Is it the Elf Star or the Faerie Star" asserted that because the star has "wings" it can apply to Faerie as well; and they habitually use Elfin and Faerie semi-interchangeably. In the letters of the 1970s it was consistently referred to as an elven star, and the Silver Elves also called it that in their 1986 article. (I ran out of time in preparing this presentation to be able to look through their own Magical Elven Love Letters for any citations of either term.)The Faery form of the term *was* known on otherkin lists in the late 1990s. I mentioned in a post to Elven Realities in early 2000 that I had recently seen an ad for seven-pointed stars in Green Egg, and those ads, which had been appearing at least since late 1995, used both Elven and Faerie. Amerist used the term as early as late 1996, as we saw, and Tiernan in early 1997. I said in a post to Elven Realities in 2001 that I had read of it being called that at least once before I knew of otherkin, which would have to mean before early to mid-1998. Devan of Elvendrums and Syleniel are both familiar with the term at least by 1999. So let's go back to Green Egg.

https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2023/06/06/the-elfin-star-runes-following-the-elf-star-to-faerie/


Green Egg: Gateways to Faerie (Winter 1995)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This issue from late 1995 presented pieces about various "faery" paths and practitioners, including Victor Anderson, Francesca Dubie (aka Francesca DeGrandis), and The Elf Queen's Daughters. But this article was not written by Arwen and Elanor or any of the other former users of the name from the 1970s; rather by someone named Aeona Silversong, who said elsewhere that she, quote, "was touched by" the Elf Queen's Daughters when she was 17. In this article she mentioned reconnecting with the "Tookes" (as Arwen and Elanor had taken to calling themselves) and being allowed to continue to use the name of The Elf Queen's Daughters. Oberon's editorial in this same issue stated their readership was "over 30,000", so probably this was a fairly large influence on the symbol becoming associated with elves and, particularly, with fae in the mid-1990s.Also in this issue, Morning Glory mentioned her friendship with Aeona, Arwen, and Elanor in her article "Etiquette in Fairy Land".Fun fact: This issue's back cover was a 3/4-page ad for White Wolf's roleplaying game Changeling: the Dreaming, in which they invited readers who had used their games to, quote, aid them in their spiritual journeys through life to contact them. Hmm....



Green Egg: Mar/Apr, May/June, Jul/Aug 1996

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Three more articles from Aeona writing as the Elf Queen's Daughters appeared in the next three issues through the summer of 1996. Again, I don't have copies of TirNanOc going that far back, so if these articles caused a stir on that list, I don't have a record of it. However, maybe surprisingly, there was no contemporary discussion on Elfinkind, only sade's later brief mention in early 1997.



Elven Star or Faerie Star
(Leaf McGowan, 2000?)

Seven Pointed Stars, called "Faerie or Elven Stars" 
represent a gift from Faerie to humans to bridge the 
understanding between the Mortal human realm and 
that of Faerieland. The 7 pointed star is known as a 
gateway symbol, a Gate or entrance between our world 
and that of Faery, the Otherworld.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I think this page by Leaf McGowan may be the source of the idea that it's a "gift" or a "bridge", symbolizing connection between the faerie and human realms. [[read text]]This page also cites the AzureGreen catalog's description: The 7-pointed star (also called the Fairy or Elven Star) represents the Pleiadean Star System, known as the Seven Sisters [...] Their catalog was widespread among Pagans in the late 90s/early 00s, so many people might have read this description; I definitely had it in print form in the late 90s. This text was present on their website at least by December 2001.[[do not read]]A note about the date: There are four (!) possible urls for this article, with captures for faeid.com, technogypsie.com, and treeleaves.com ranging from March 2002 through April 2018 for the these now-defunct sites. The treeleavesoracle.org version linked here exists from April 2009 and is still live on the web. All four are mostly identical in content until March 2011, at which time the technogypsie.com page was expanded with some additional information. This extra info was never added to version that's still live.At first I took 2002 as a possible date because that was the earliest capture I could find. However, something else that was changed in the 2011 version is that it adds claimed original posting dates. But they can't be true at face value: "originally posted 1987 on geocities; posted on faeid.com from 1991-2000". No such thing as Geocities or even the WWW in 1987, and for the same reason it can't have been on faeid.com in 1991. While it's possible the writing is as old as 1987 (which would just post-date the original publication of the CNN article, if so), and plausible that the faeid.com domain could have been registered somewhere around 1998-1999, I decided to take 2000.

https://www.treeleavesoracle.org/faeid/elvenstar.html


Faeid, 2002-2003
 Aeona used "faerie star" in 2002 in a post to the faeid list: 

Besides the EQD, which I was touched by at the age of 17, I am also a 
Priestess in Church of All Worlds and have been part of that tribe 
almost 21 years. I've also been selling/trading silver seven pointed 
Elven/Faerie stars for about 25 years. I had an ad in Green Egg for many 
years.

 In a post to the faeid LiveJournal community in June 2003, 
a report on that year's Fairy Congress (a.k.a. "Fairy-Human 
Relations Congress"), Leaf says:

Prior to the parade, two of the lead performers from Elvendrums came 
by and perused our shoppe, and came back bearing a gift of a really 
fabulous CD of theirs [...] We all revelled in the amazement that there 
wasn't hardly any Elven (or Faerie) Stars represented at the festival. It is 
the sign between the Fae and humans. We were the only ones offering 
Faerie stars at the festival.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read first point]] You can see an example of the ad here, from the Winter 1995 Green Egg. Aeona was ordained as a Priestess in CAW in 1993. The number she gave here would place her joining in 1981, which doesn't jibe with a 1993 interview in the Fog City Nest's newsletter, which stated she had been a member for 8 years at that time i.e. approximately 1985. But the early 80s, sometime.Leaf replied to the quoted post to say I also am a big fan of your Elven stars, as it was you my dear Faery Queen that traded me my first Faery Star for some Tree Leaves stuff at that Kentucky Gathering in 1995? 1996? (I don't remember the year). The term was also used by others on the Faeid list at this time.[[read second point]] Note that Leaf was surprised not to have seen this symbol at the Fairy Congress, since I guess for him, through contact with Aeona and the likes of Elvendrums, he was more familiar with the otherkin side of things. The Fairy Congress is a little closer to mainstream-pagan than that, and from my position 20+ years later, looking at the workshop schedule he posted, I would hardly have expected most people there to be aware of the symbol. However, McGowan seems to have been well connected in the Pagan scene of the time. In the faeid community and list he made mentions of Starwood and other things that sound like the festival circuit when it was a bigger deal and a major arena for transmission of knowledge and elements of culture between Pagans. I speculate he may have been an additional influence in propagating the term "Faery star" as an alternative to "Elven star". 

https://faeid.livejournal.com/7690.html
https://fairycongress.com/


Awareness and acceptance of the 
symbol in the online Otherkin community



Elfinkind Digest and Elven Realities, 1997-1999
Silver Elves (ED, Aug. 1997): We were t[h]rilled to see that you are using the ancient star of our 
people (seven points)...the symbolic merging of the seven rays which is the reality of our people.... 
harmonious in their diversity.

Sam (ED, Dec 1997): Hrm. I know I'm ignorant, but I *don't* know why a 7-pointed star is 
"elven". Anybody want to fill me in or is this something obvious I should just go and look up?

sade (ED, June 1998): Our 'beacon' will be a rainbow-hued elven star with a silver leaf floating in 
front.

Arhuaine (ER, April 1999): I've seen a number of references to the Elven Star, and I've read the 
essay on it on Sileniel's web page.

Does anyone know where this star and the seven items associated with the points, originally came 
from? Is it from someone's Remembering?

I have to say that the actual seven-pointed star doesn't ring true, but that might be because, at least 
on this side of the Atlantic, the 7-pointed star is usually associated with Aleister Crowley. But the 
seven associations (Sun, Wood, Water, Magic, Moon, Wind and Connection) are ringing *very* 
loud bells with me.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read first quote]] The Silver Elves joined Elfinkind in August 1997. They of course took the symbol as a given, having already been using it for some twenty years or more. In this span of time, '97 to '99, many people talked about buying pendants, discussed meanings, talked about using it for the "United Glamour Campaign" which was a glamourbombing campaign in 1999, and mostly were taking the existence of the symbol as a given; but this is not universal, as in the other examples here. [[read second and third quotes]] sade was referring to the main ritual for the first Walking the Thresholds. That first year there were actually two events by that name, but that's another story![[read fourth quote]] I think the "essay on Sileniel's web page" Arhuaine was referring to was actually Lanthinel's piece on Rialian's website, which Syleniel linked to with the text "Lanthinel's Essay on the Seven Pointed Star", because those are his correspondences. If so then Arhuaine had the wrong shape of star in mind, although there was an illustration of the narrow-pointed star on the page. If she also read the link called "Sade's Meditation", that did describe a broad-pointed star, so possibly she might simply have been mixing up the two.



Elven Realities, April 1999
Miaren Crow's Daughter: I don't know about the point associations, 
but a number of non-connected people have identified this star as 
being linked with the Otherkin in their minds - a woodburner at the 
VA and NC Renfaires, and  a stone worker at the NJ Renfaire
come to mind [...] I have had a visual Remembering of the star 
composed of seven different minerals [...]

Syleniel (April 1999): I don't remember the septagram being important 
back Home, but the number 7 may have been. I think it's a symbol 
we've adopted/adapted here because of it already being associated with 
the "Faery Star" or "Elven Star". [...] So, I don't think it had 
importance back home, but it is something that has resonated here for 
whatever reason :)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read Miaren]] Miaren's mention of a "remembering" is unusual. Even people who like the symbol and use it here and now usually say it does not actually occur in specific memories. The minerals were rose quartz, carnelian, tiger-eye, amazonite, turquoise, pale amethyst and hematite, which is a rainbow of six colors plus the dark silvery color of hematite.Around this time, Miaren also created this symbol that combines the broad and narrow septagrams, which got referred to as a "mandala". Rialian was a big fan of this, as I recall; he still uses it as his default icon on Dreamwidth! Personally it doesn't do a lot for me; that broad version just carries a quite different energy I don't really associate with Faery, and in any case this result feels jumbled in my opinion. YMMV.[[read Syleniel]]

https://web.archive.org/web/20020409165454/http:/www.crosswinds.net:80/%7Ecrowsdaughter/rememberings.html#Rem4
https://web.archive.org/web/20020409165454/http:/www.crosswinds.net:80/%7Ecrowsdaughter/rememberings.html#Rem4


Elven Realities and TirNanOc, 1999
Sunflo1008 (TNO, May 1999): What are all these star thingies used for 
anyway? I dont get it....

Malcolm (TNO, May 1999): [...] neither of the elves here even like the 
thing.

Arhuaine (TNO, May 1999): No, I can't say I do either. I get no 
"feelness" for it at all. In fact I don't remember any number having 
special significance, at least from any magical point of view.

Knight of Ghosts and Shadows (ER, Nov. 1999): I've never heard of that 
one; in my experience, the 7-pointed star is generally associated with the 
planets and planetary magick. [...] Anyway, I've generally seen 
heptagrams adorning ceremonial magick types who didn't strike me as 
being at all elven. What's the "elven star" connection? It's total news to 
me.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[Read through Arhuaine]] I find Arhuane and Malcolm's rejections of the star amusing, since in 2000 Arhuaine drew probably the single most stolen and reused depiction there has ever been, seen here, and by mid-2002 Malcolm ended up not only using it as the logo for Otherkin.Net, but eventually selling CafePress/Zazzle merchandise that featured it to support the site. Earlier versions of the site used Miaren's combined "mandala" as a logo.[[read Ghostknight]] The symbol was pretty well known by this point, even if not necessarily accepted, but you did still see some people saying they had never heard of it at all in this context, like Ghostknight here.



Elven Realities, 2000
Lulu (March): Mainly, what little I do know about it is that the metahuman community that I 
normally deal with consider it to be the "symbol" of meta-humanity.

Malcolm (March): Why? Why is it referred to as [the Elven star]? Something I have never been able 
to work out, as it holds absolutely zero meaning for this elf.

Eshari (March): I'll admit you've got me as to where the association came from in the first place. 
To me it feels intensely fey (if not elven per se). Maybe it's one of those things you either grok or 
you don't; maybe it depends on your elf/fae/sidhe/etc.

Aloyen (March): Because a couple of elf types claimed it as their own followed shortly thereafter by 
various generic otherkin who decided that they would also make use of the symbol because it was 
a) nifty, b) nifty, c) nifty and d) likely to annoy a couple of those "uppity elves"...

Miaren (October): For some reason or other, it's been adopted by many (but not all) otherkin as 
kind of an identifying symbol, much like the pentagram is used by many (but not all) Pagans.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]Use of the symbol had become common by this point, but we were saying we didn't really know where it came from (and Malcolm was still being crotchety about it). This seems to be about when it gained the application to all otherkin and not just elves or fae.



Crisses, Kingatheringforum, 2000

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kingatheringforum was a list dedicated to helping organize and run in-person otherkin gathers. These diagrams depict several ways you could form a seven-pointed star with either 14 or 21 people joining hands, the idea being that of course you might want to do that sort of thing at a gather. Imagine getting that many otherkin together in one place today!



Elven Realities, November 2001
iLyria: I was also wondering if anyone knows when it came to be known as the Elven star. Is this a 
more recent term for it?

Eshari: As far as I know, yes, but I've not yet seen anyone be able to satisfactorily explain how this 
came about, or when.

Kausha: Yeah.. its not an elven star.

Roger Ten: To many folks it's come to mean that. Which in my mind would seem to implicate that 
among all its *other* present associations--it is now. :D  My first personal encounter with it was in 
assoication with StarSeeds, in which case it's frequently referred to the Pleidian Star.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read through Kausha's quote]] I don't know what Kausha's Native heritage is, but since she was from the southeastern US, I wonder if she might have been referring to its use on the seal of the Cherokee nation, which I got the idea from cursory research was not merely official-governmental in nature but had sacred history. [[read Roger]]



Elven Realities, November 2001
Lanthinel: [...] it may be that the Septagram was not a symbol used in the past for various elfies. 
I.e., it seems to be a symbol adopted for use by certain elf-types here on Terra.

Eshari: "May be"? I don't think I've seen any particular evidence that its use in this capacity is 
anything *other* than quite modern. And yet, I'd seen it called the "elven" star or "faery" star at 
least once before I'd ever heard of otherkin, and it was in a totally non-kin context. I don't 
remember enough of what I read to find it again, although whatever it was proclaimed first that it 
was a star of magic power in general, and mentioned that it was also a figure for working with 
faerie energies or realms, or that it was a symbol of elves or something like that. It was in among a 
list-description of what all the various-pointed geometric stars meant.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]I'm sorry to say I haven't ever figured out what web page (I assume it was a web page) I was referring to here.



Elven Realities, May 2002
Th'Elf: I've seen a number of people who wear a seven pointed star or whom use it on websites and 
the like. I've not heard anything 'bout its origin nor meaning to this point.

Elia'tain: The Elvenstar itself is both a gift to all fae'folk, and a reminder of the Gate [...]

Malcolm: I've not seen that interpretation of it before. Depending on how you are using fae, I'm a 
counter example there. It means very little to me.

wynde'nai: None of them [explanations] really mean anything to me. I wear one because it's a bit of 
an identifying symbol as something that other elftypes already had. Also because (and I loathe to 
say this phrase knowing certain people on this list) "the energy is right".

Arhuaine: For me it's just something that identifies me as belonging to the "otherkin community". 
I have a theory that the 7-pointed star was initially chosen to represent Fae for the same reason a 5-
pointed star represents a human. [...] 7 points= 2 arms, 2 legs 2 wings and a head.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read first quote]] Those of you who remember Cliff Th'Elf may remember that he claimed to have been involved with otherkin offline for a long time in the 80s and 90s before finding the online community in the early 2000s. So the implication here was either that he never saw it used in that context, or if he did encounter it, it was never explained to him.[[read second quote]] Compare what Elia'tain said here with Leaf's description of it as a gateway or bridge.[[read third quote]] Again, reminder that despite his stated distate for the symbol, Malcolm was nevertheless using it on Otherkin.net at this time.[[read fourth quote]] Note that an organic transmission had evolved whereby people might adopt the symbol simply because they had seen others using it: it signified membership in a group without necessarily having symbolic content beyond that.[[read fifth quote]] Arhuaine was of course correct in her guess about adding two points for wings to represent Elves in contrast to humans (although the EQD didn't say "fae").



Elven Realities, July 2002 - Is it only Elven?
Rialian: There are also arguments out there asking if the 7 pointed star is actually elven...one does 
not find a whole lot on the star refering to elves in old literature. [...] Now, it does FEEL correct, 
and possibly it is a manifestation of the elven currents....but it does not mean that it is 
SPECIFICALLY and ONLY an elven thing.

Fearadyn: I think this star is new as we are new. Think, no matter what we were before, we are 
now here. Everything we glean from being here in this space-time is new or added to us. It is 
extremely significant that so many species are here on this list and communicating so well. Or 
you could say this flow has accumulated and formed to be thus in this reality at this perception of 
time. [...] I feel the points of the star are for all the different types of species and is important in 
that we all meet in the center.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]The last quote is interesting in light of the main ritual from Kinvention North in 2004, known as the Otherkin Avatar Project or the Invocation of the Seven-Pointed Star, where it was stated that the symbol was chosen for exactly the reason Fearadyn is expressing here: As I understand it, this symbol is recognized by the majority of the Otherkin, and it serves as an expression of Otherkin diversity. Because Otherkin by nature draw from a wide variety of races, traditions, and points of origin, the Star is one of the few common elements shared by all the Otherkin. So by 2004 the star was considered so obvious a symbol that it was basically a foregone conclusion that you would use it for such a ritual.



Elven Realities, July 2002 - Is it only Elven?
Arhuaine: The seven-pointed star isn't, to my knowledge, an elenari-only symbol. Indeed it seems 
to be accepted not just as an "elven star" but as a symbol of Otherkin in general. [...] I don't have 
any particular recollections of using such a symbol in my elven lifetime, and it doesn't really have 
a great deal of significance for me. As a statement of belonging to a "club" I would wear one, but 
it would be nothing deeper than that.

dreamer_of_fey: Hell no its not *Just* an elinari symbol. If that was teh case then there are several 
satyers, and vamps and some such running around with tem [...] For me the Seven star has many 
personal refernaces to Flow work that I do personally. But these are referances made in the HERE 
ties and not from home.

Gleef: I have felt a strong resonance with that symbol long before I heard of Otherkin, much less 
heard it called the "elven star" or "Elenari star".  For those who have not yet met me, I am very 
much NOT elven in nature.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]Gleef, as I recall, is some kind of eldritch-looking or aquatic tentacly thing.



Correspondences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A number of the citations in this section also mention or list out your standard sevens (like colors and musical notes), but I'm going to skip over those bits and focus on the ones more germane to elves / fae / otherkin. I find it a little odd that many seem to have felt compelled to list any "sevens" they could think of, even though many of these lists are not necessarily magical at all, never mind "elven"!



The Elven Star and the Human Star
(Lanthinel, May 1997)
 Silver Elves' set from Meditations on the Seven-Pointed Star was, briefly: Sun, 

Trees, Waters, Magic, Gateway, Wind, "extending love and magic".

 Lanthinel's reworking: Sun, Wood, Sea, Magic, Moon, Wind, Connection.

 Those could be considered the same things in the same order, except maybe 
Gateway vs. Moon.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recall that in early 1997 the Silver Elves' Meditation on the Seven-Pointed Star that had appeared in Circle Network News was being discussed on Elfinkind Digest and TirNanOc. [[read first point]]In their 2017 blog post "Is it the Elf Star or the Faerie Star", the SE say that the meditation was made by Silver Flame as a gift for Zardoa, so maybe we shouldn't take it as intended to be a complete, self-contained system of general correspondences. But Lanthinel found the set unsatisfactory, and decided to come up with his own. He said, "Those of you familiar with Rialian's notes on the elven star may notice this is different in many ways, as I tried to flush out and expand on the vague (and confusing as Rialian puts it) symbolism of the original I came across." "Rialian's notes" were actually sade's post, which was put up on Rialian's site verbatim.[[read second and third points]]Lanthinel said in a post to NewKin in 2001 that this was written "back around '96", but if it was truly in response to sade's Jan 1997 posting, that can't be strictly true. Possibly he had already been pondering the symbol before that point (since that Elfinkind discussion began in December 1996), or was remembering early 1997 as being late 1996. Unless he had previously seen the Circle Network News issue in question, for him to have come up with functionally the same correspondences before seeing sade's post or the copy of it on Rialian's website would be an incredible coincidence.

https://web.archive.org/web/19970502100317/http:/www.his.com/%7Erialian/elvslant.htm


sade wolfkitten (1998)

 Nature, wind, fire, water, soul, spirit, majik

(image source; edited)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]This list comes from a March 1999 post to TirNanOc in a thread titled "Across the board Glamour bombing...who's up forit???" She said they were used at a ritual at Walking the Thresholds the previous year (hence my dating it 1998), and qualified the list with an "I think" as she "tends to forget these". I guess "Nature" is somewhat standing in for earth, here. I don't know what in her mind were the specific characteristics of "soul" and "spirit" as distinct from one another.The illustration isn't original, I just feel like she would enjoy the vibe of this drawing.

https://www.tumblr.com/colourofmagick/52584660331/ive-started-making-a-thing-this-has-taken-me-2


What Does the Star Mean?
(Devan, 1999) / What is an 
Elvenstar? (Elvendrums, 2001)
 Seven (magical) elements: earth, air, fire, water, life, light,

magick

 Earth (square) and heaven (triangle), all things in balance, 
which is reflected in using seven-beats in their drumming as
they "unite the earth and sky, creating a third space."

 Later version adds "inner and outer elements": earth, air, 
fire, water, heaven, earth [sic], and self

For us it represents a belief in fairies [...] for us it's a symbol of magic, 
childhood and whimsy [...] we've chosen the elven star as our band symbol 
to remind people of the magic in their lives, and of their childhood 
fascination with things fae.

(art by Gilbert Williams)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read first point]] This list of seven is called just "elements" in the older version and "magical elements" in the newer. [[read second and third points]] Exactly what they meant by "inner and outer elements" is unclear to me. The second use of the word "earth" I assume is meant to refer to the land, in contrast to heaven or sky.The art here is just because it was on the page and it looked cool. 

https://web.archive.org/web/19991007002618/http:/www.rialian.com/star.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20010302194426fw_/http:/elvendrums.com/star.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20010302194426fw_/http:/elvendrums.com/star.htm


Elven Star or Faerie Star (Leaf McGowan, 
2000?/2011)
1. Power, Personal Will, Determination, Prosperity, Justice, 

the Gate.
2. Unconditional Love, Wisdom, Growth, Friendship, 

Healing.
3. Knowledge, Intelligence, Creativity, Sexuality, 

Awakening.
4. Harmony, Tranquility, Blessings, Love.
5. Powers of Mind and Science, Balance, Dexterity.
6. Devotion, Honesty, justice, Healing. Magick, Success, 

the Gaian Hypothesis.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]These correspondences are clearly based on the Silver Elves' meditation from Circle Network News, though they expand on and somewhat alter them. The fifth point especially is different from the original, which was "the Gateway; having the Prosperity and Peace needed on the Physical Plane to Make an Entry into Elfland". The "Meditation" following the list of correspondences is essentially the same as the one in the CNN article.The expanded version of the page in 2011 adds a bunch of uncited claims about who else has used the symbol (showing confusion between the 7/3 and 7/2 stars), a veritable laundry list of sevens, and this interesting photo of someone apparently giving some kind of instruction about the star. I have no idea who it is or where it was taken. (Can't be Aeona Silversong as I previously wondered from the filename, faeryqueen.jpg.)

https://www.treeleavesoracle.org/faeid/elvenstar.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20110305170707/http:/www.technogypsie.com:80/faeid/elvenstar.html


Eshari Starling (ca. 2000)
It's similar to the Celtic land-sea-sky thing, or more properly, to sets of "elements" 
which are called "duile" in Gaelic, which include things like "cloud" and "stone."
[...] 

Wood, Wind, and Water; Sun, Moon, and Star; and the Majik that binds them 
together.
These fit the points from top right on clockwise, so that "Majik" is the top point 
itself. I've also got a set of symbols for them, but the ones for wood, wind, and 
water are tough to describe (and certainly impossible to draw in ASCII) [...]

(These illustrations are not original and should not be considered accurate 
representations)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]I posted this to otherkin-theology in early January 2000, so probably I actually came up with it a little before that, sometime in later 1999. Unfortunately I don't have a page I can link to, either live or on Wayback. (It's a bit funny, but I don't think I've ever done my own "Meaning of the faery star" page!) By later posts in November 2001 I had started saying Woods, Winds, Waters, and Stars in the plural and calling these "currents", conceiving of it more as referring directly to the natural objects rather than the abstraction of a system of elements. I also revised the points to be in a different order: majik, wind, moon, stars, woods, water, sun.I wish I *had* even tried to describe the symbols, because now I don't know what they were. I think they got discarded when I was doing some revision of personal notes around 2001-2003. Star, Moon, and Sun probably did look like this, and Majik I'll give 50/50. Wood, Wind, and Water, probably not. Just consider these pictures mockups that shouldn't be taken as authoritative.



The Septagram: an essay on the seven-
pointed star (Magpie Hrafnsdottir, Jan. 2001)

 Same correspondences as Lanthinel, in a different 
order: Sun, Wood, Sea, Moon, Wind, Magic, 
Connection.

[Magic and Connection] are what make the septagram different; 
these two are what make it the otherkin star. For most otherkin, 
[Connection] is the most important point of the septagram 
[...] to feel the Pull towards like minds and souls of a similar 
nature. [...] The Magic and the Connection work in harmony with 
each other, acting as cause and effect, yin and yang. 

(image by Tiernan, from the Otherkin Resource Center)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read point]] She said that several sources listed the same meaning for each of the seven points. sade's, Lanthinel's, and Elvendrums' pages were included in her list of references. (Lanthinel remarked on the NewKin list in 2001 that this page "reads amazingly similarly to" his own work that's on Rialian's site.) One of the other references simply copies Lanthinel whole-cloth. Another is the Blue Star Wicca correspondences (although the author calls their tradition Blue Moon). One citation uses the term Tiernan quoted, Mystic Star, but in the context of it representing seven planetary angels. She commented that, [[read quote]].

https://web.archive.org/web/20010303094237/http:/www.otherwonders.com/otherkin/writings/septagram.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20010303094237/http:/www.otherwonders.com/otherkin/writings/septagram.html


Conclusion



Tied to this realm and time and the modern 
phenomenon of Elves/Otherkin
 The association with elves or elven energies ultimately dates to the Elf Queen's Daughters 

in the mid-1970s, who originated it and used it frequently. The association with faeries by 
name is later, perhaps traceable to Aeona Silversong in the 1990s.

 Probably entered general Pagan awareness first through the EQD's participation in the 
Pagan community and occasional writings in Green Egg in the 1970s; then was reborrowed 
from Pagans into the nascent online otherkin community in the 1990s.

 Almost no one posting on otherkin lists claimed to have memory of it in their elven/other 
lives. Many even expressed confusion as to why it would be called "elven", or did not (at 
least at first) resonate with its energies. Several stated they believed it connected to here 
and now specifically.

 Any set of correspondences that isn't the Western/Hermetic magical meanings is someone's 
personal modern creation, so you're free to adopt anything you like or make up your own.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]



Final thoughts from the Silver Elves
What does matter is that this star speaks to the heart of the elfae (the 
elven and faerie folk) and it is this reason that it has been taken up and 
carried on and used again and again to represent us. And surely, this 
would not have happened if in fact the elven/faerie star didn’t have 
something ancient to it. It sings to our hearts and imaginations because it 
truly connects us to our ancient kindred and it resonates in our Collective 
Unconscious. Otherwise it would have gone the way of so many things 
that have been put out there but passed by and forgotten. It calls to us. It 
reminds us of who we truly are and that is what truly matters. For it is the 
Elven-Faerie Star and we are all the kindred that it shines upon.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[read text]]

https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2017/11/01/is-it-the-elf-star-or-the-faerie-star-and-who-first-adopted-the-seven-pointed-star-as-the-elf-star/


References (links used in the slides)
3. Get your shop on
Fairy Star of Enchantment Wood Carving Seven 
Pointed Elven
Elven Star Pendant | Moldavite Pink Tourmaline 
Tanzanite (copies Devan/Elvendrums' "seven magical 
elements")
The Faery Star Amulet (mentions Faeids)
BeeGoddess Fairy Star Diamond Pendant Necklace

5. Meanings in various traditions
What is Blue Star Wicca?

6. Order of the Mithril Star / Reformed Druids of 
Gaia
What's Up With That Seven pointed Star?
Evolution of the Reformed Druid Sigil
7 Characteristics of the Reformed Druid
A Meditation on the 7-Pointed Star of Druidism
What's up with this? (old version of FAQ, 2002)

7. Faerie Store: Exploring the Faerie or Elven Star
Exploring the Faerie or Elven Star

10. The Winged Star
Elf Magic Mail Book 2

11. Is it the Elf Star or the Faerie Star?
Is it the Elf Star or the Faerie Star?

12. 1970s Pagan Soup
Elf Magic Mail

16-17. Meditations on the 7-Pointed Star / The Elven 
Star
The Elven Star
Is it the Elf Star or the Faerie Star?

19. The Elfin Star Runes
The Elfin Star Runes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These last five slides are just a collection of links to the references that were used within the main text of the slides ...

https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://www.etsy.com/listing/60232289/fairy-star-of-enchantment-wood-carving
https://web.archive.org/web/20210812014607/https:/moldaviteplus.com/collections/elven-star-pendant-moldavite-pink-tourmaline
https://web.archive.org/web/20210812014607/https:/moldaviteplus.com/collections/elven-star-pendant-moldavite-pink-tourmaline
https://www.amuletsbymerlin.com/The-Faery-Star-Amulet-p/pe_27.htm
https://www.neimanmarcus.com/p/beegoddess-fairy-star-diamond-pendant-necklace-prod253630277
https://bluestarfoundation.org/what-is-blue-star-wicca/
https://mithrilstar.reformed-druids.org/whats-up-with-that-seven-pointed-star/
https://reformed-druids.org/evolution-of-the-reformed-druid-sigil/
https://mithrilstar.reformed-druids.org/7-characteristics-of-the-reformed-druid/
https://druidsegg.reformed-druids.org/newssamhain07-06.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20020610150954/http:/www.mithrilstar.org/what.htm
https://faerie.com.au/blogs/news/exploring-the-faerie-or-elven-star
https://silverelves.angelfire.com/HAelfmail2.html
https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2017/11/01/is-it-the-elf-star-or-the-faerie-star-and-who-first-adopted-the-seven-pointed-star-as-the-elf-star/
https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2014/06/21/elf-magic-mail/
https://web.archive.org/web/19970206192918/http:/www.his.com/%7Erialian/elvswulf.htm
https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2017/11/01/is-it-the-elf-star-or-the-faerie-star-and-who-first-adopted-the-seven-pointed-star-as-the-elf-star/
https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2023/06/06/the-elfin-star-runes-following-the-elf-star-to-faerie/


22. Elven Star or Faerie Star (2000?)
Elven Star or Faerie Star

23. Faeid, 2002-2003
Part 2 - The Fairy Congress Parade - Day 2
Fairy Congress

26. Elven Realities, April 1999
Rememberings

36. The Elven Star and the Human Star
The Elven Star and the Human Star

38. What Does the Star Mean? / What is an Elvenstar?
What Does the Star Mean?
What is an Elvenstar?

39. Elven Star or Faerie Star (2011)
Elven Star

41. The Septagram: an essay on the seven-pointed 
star
ORC - Writings: The Septagram

44. Final thoughts from the Silver Elves
Is it the Elf Star or the Faerie Star?

References (links used in the slides)

https://www.treeleavesoracle.org/faeid/elvenstar.html
https://faeid.livejournal.com/7690.html
https://fairycongress.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20020409165454/http:/www.crosswinds.net:80/%7Ecrowsdaughter/rememberings.html#Rem4
https://web.archive.org/web/19970502100317/http:/www.his.com/%7Erialian/elvslant.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/19991007002618/http:/www.rialian.com/star.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20010302194426fw_/http:/elvendrums.com/star.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20110305170707/http:/www.technogypsie.com:80/faeid/elvenstar.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20010303094237/http:/www.otherwonders.com/otherkin/writings/septagram.html
https://silverelves.wordpress.com/2017/11/01/is-it-the-elf-star-or-the-faerie-star-and-who-first-adopted-the-seven-pointed-star-as-the-elf-star/


Additional citations (stuff mentioned in slide notes)
2. What's it look like?
Great heptagram

3. Get your shop on
Seven-Pointed Stars - Fairy Stars (mentions Otherkin)
Seven Pointed Fairy Star 1/2"
Elven Star or Fairy Star Necklace Seven Pointed Star
(copies Lanthinel/Magpie's set of correspondences)

5. Meanings in various traditions
Star people (New Age)
Nordic aliens
Starseeds: Nazis in space?
The Pleiadian And Tuatha De Danann Connection
The Feri Tradition: Vicia Line
The Faery Tradition
A Brief History of Feri, by Storm Faerywolf
Cora Anderson, Fifty Years in the Feri Tradition
(1994)

10. The Winged Star
Green Egg Magazine

13. Elven Group Dynamics and Bonding Ritual
CIRCLE Magazine in Print
Circle Magazine prints final issue

15. No one has anything definitive to say!
Wiccan Resources ~ Glossary S-Z (uses "Mystic Star")

22. Elven Star or Faerie Star
J921MO: Pleiadean Star Moonstone - sterling silver

23. Faeid, 2002-2003
Members of Priesthood – Church of All Worlds
CAW FogHorn #37 Aeona Silversong interview

25. Elfinkind Digest and Elven Realities, 1997-1999
The Elenari Site - About the Elenari

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
... and here's some additional links for things mentioned in the slide notes that you'll be able to see if you download the Powerpoint file...

https://polytope.miraheze.org/wiki/Great_heptagram
https://web.archive.org/web/20170712100607/https:/www.dragonscale.com/store/c26/Seven-Pointed_Stars_-_Fairy_Stars.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20210417055816/https:/www.crystal-life.com/product/seven-pointed-fairy-star-c-1-2/
https://www.etsy.com/listing/241922049/elven-star-or-fairy-star-necklace-seven
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_people_(New_Age)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nordic_aliens
https://www.philosophyforlife.org/blog/starseeds-nazis-in-space
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pL4jgXm5MM
https://web.archive.org/web/20150202220441/http:/www.witchvox.com/va/dt_va.html?a=ukgb2&c=trads&id=7737
https://www.monstrous.com/the-faery-tradition/
http://www.feritradition.org/grimoire/history.htm
https://greeneggmagazine.com/
https://www.circlesanctuary.org/Resource-Shop-CIRCLE-Magazine-in-Print
https://wildhunt.org/2015/12/circle-magazine-prints-final-issue.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20010304075952/http:/wiccanresources.org/glossary/sz.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011223085936/http:/www3.mailordercentral.com/abyssdist/prodinfo.asp?number=J921MO&variation=&aitem=32&mitem=322
https://caw.org/members-of-priesthood/
https://groups.google.com/g/alt.religion.all-worlds/c/EXliIUe2jRQ/m/I7R64pxq8okJ
https://web.archive.org/web/20010624231931/http:/members.nbci.com/Sileniel/elenari.html


Additional citations (stuff mentioned in slide notes)

27. Elven Realities and TirNanOc, 1999
Otherkin.net, April 2001
Otherkin.net, May 2002 (The image substitution is 
because the rainbow elven star image was frequently 
stolen by hotlinking)

33. Elven Realities, July 2002 - Is it only Elven?
The Invocation of the Seven-Pointed Star

https://web.archive.org/web/20010404225236/http:/www.otherkin.net/
https://web.archive.org/web/20020525230833/http:/www.otherkin.net/
http://otherkin.com/the-invocation-of-the-seven-pointed-star/


Further reading (might be of interest but there wasn't space)

Otherkin and Adjacent
Signs and Portents: Magical Symbolism and Meaning
(longer version of Lanthinel's piece, on his own site)
One Celestial’s View On The Septagram (Christopher 
Angelo, 2001?)
The Elven Star (Fantasia/The Elven Tradition, 2004 -
copies both Elvendrums and Lanthinel)

Feri/Faerie Tradition
Anderson Faery (Feri) Witchcraft
Storm Faerywolf
Feri Tradition Resources
American Paganisms: The Feri Tradition

Other Pagan/Faery
Draconian Wicca - The Heptagram (don't ask me what 
they mean by "It's a symbol that is used in places like 
under your bed or during your chat that you make 
with the dragon"!)
Gwydion Pendderwen

Other Pagan/Faery (cont.)
Remembering Gwydion Pendderwen
Faerie Star Circle of Chakra Arts & Wizardry
The Septagram: Seven Directions and Seven Qualities
(by Emily Carding, author of the Tarot of the Sidhe, 
which I recommend. Mentions actual history, 
attributing it to the Elf Queen's Daughters, although 
she gets the date wrong, maybe mixing them up with 
the Silver Elves.)

Hermetic, Ceremonial, Alchemical
The Path of the Energy of Life: The Secret Seven-
pointed Star
XVII The Star (Star of Venus ... 7 or 8 pointed Star?)
The Heptagram - Seven Pointed Star. Part 1

General Symbolism
The Faery Star (copies Leaf McGowan's list)
The Meaning Behind the Elven Star (copies Emily 
Carding's list)
The Faery Star: Magick and meaning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
... and lastly, some further reading that might be of interest, including more background information on various topics and a couple of examples of correspondences I had to cut for time.

https://web.archive.org/web/20010729011111/http:/www.angelfire.com/me3/lanth/signs.html
https://www.otherkin.net/2016/09/the-septagram-one-celestials-view-on-the-septagram/
https://web.archive.org/web/20081225143533/http:/www.geocities.com/elventradition/elven_star.htm
https://anderson-faery.org/
https://faerywolf.com/
http://feritradition.org/
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/panmankey/2015/08/american-paganisms-the-feri-tradition/
https://www.facebook.com/DraconianWicca/photos/the-heptagram-a-kind-of-pentagram-but-with-7-points-is-a-tool-that-is-used-to-se/1983364251712268/
https://www.controverscial.com/Gwydion%20Pendderwen.htm
https://jesscarlson.com/remembering-gwydion-pendderwen/
https://web.archive.org/web/20090715113524/http:/www.faeriestarchakras.webs.com/
https://www.llewellyn.com/journal/article/2320
https://www.horusmedia.de/2004-siebenstern/siebenstern-en.php
https://www.horusmedia.de/2004-siebenstern/siebenstern-en.php
https://www.tarotforum.net/threads/xvii-the-star-star-of-venus-7-or-8-pointed-star.244198/
https://www.annekeart.com/blogs/news/the-seven-pointed-star
https://rhapsodyboho.wordpress.com/2021/02/25/the-faery-star/
https://symbolsage.com/elven-star-symbolism/
https://www.groveandgrotto.com/blogs/articles/35427009-the-faery-star


General Symbolism (cont.)
7-pointed Star: Meaning And Origins of The 
Heptagram/Elven Star (copies Emily Carding's list, 
and includes a unique list)
Reflections on The Seven Pointed Star
7 pointed Faerie Star
The Heptagram (Includes an interesting mention that 
the seven-pointed star is used in Pennsylvania Dutch 
hex signs)
What is a Heptagram and why is it important to 
Witches?
About the Faerie Star (copies Lanthinel's and Leaf 
McGowan's lists)
5 western elements + wood and metal

Oddities
Crop Circle at Ackling Dyke, Nr Sixpenny Handley, 
Dorset. Reported 4th June 2018
Stonehenge; the Aubrey Circuit and The Sabbatical 
Law and Calendar

Oddities (cont.)
The Heptagram From Hell (a peculiar use to model 
something about branding in business!)
Solstice Stars (By a mathematics society in New York. 
For the winter solstice, they formed a heptagram out 
of handheld light tubes. In that location, the angle of 
the sun in the sky adjusted for the tilt of the Earth's 
axis is 25.8°, almost exactly 25.7°, the angle inside 
an acute heptagram's points.)

Further reading (might be of interest but there wasn't space)

https://symbolsandmeanings.net/7-pointed-star-meaning-origin-heptagram-elven-star/
https://symbolsandmeanings.net/7-pointed-star-meaning-origin-heptagram-elven-star/
https://web.archive.org/web/20160622152801/http:/www.alanmoonbear.com/reflections-on-the-seven-pointed-star
https://www.facebook.com/WiccaTeachings/photos/a.128666473948974/203564953125792/?type=3
https://www.goodreads.com/author_blog_posts/16107844-the-heptagram
https://knotmagick101.wordpress.com/2016/10/15/what-is-a-heptagram/
https://knotmagick101.wordpress.com/2016/10/15/what-is-a-heptagram/
https://web.archive.org/web/20130615230344/https:/faeriekat.wordpress.com/2011/02/10/about-the-faerie-star
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/408983209888991902/
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/2018/acklingdyke/comments.html
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/2018/acklingdyke/comments.html
https://jahtruth.net/stonehge.htm
https://jahtruth.net/stonehge.htm
https://jacobsmedia.com/a-heptagram/
https://momath.org/home/winter-solstice-2015/
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